FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

EVH® DEBUTS EXCLUSIVE ‘UP CLOSE & PERSONAL’ EDDIE VAN HALEN GOPRO VIDEO
SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. (March 18, 2015) – EVH is proud to announce the release of a brand new exclusive video of Eddie Van
Halen personally demonstrating the new limited edition EVH Brand 5150 IIIS “Stealth” amplifier.
Filmed at 5150 studio exclusively with GoPro video cameras, fans will for the first time be able to see what Eddie sees when
he’s playing and experience Eddie’s own perspective through the eyes of multiple GoPro cameras.
In addition, Eddie explains the inspiration of how the specially modified circuit originated and personally walks viewers through
his amplifier rig showcasing its exclusive features and settings while playing some of his signature riffs and displaying some of
his groundbreaking playing techniques. All from a perspective no one has ever seen before.
To view the video, go to www.evhgear.com.
The limited edition hand-modified EVH 5150 IIIS Stealth head and 4x12 cabinet combination is identical to the most recent rig
Eddie has toured with and features the exact same custom modifications. The head and cabinet are available individually, or
together as a complete half stack.
The 120-watt head features a single input and three channels (clean, crunch, lead), each with versatile controls (volume, gain,
presence, low, mid, high). Channel two features increased gain for greater sustain and is re-voiced for improved low-mid
frequency definition; channel three also features increased gain and improved range for the “low” control. Further, each channel
has a rear-panel resonance control knob that dials in fine-tuned low-end response. The amp boasts eight JJ ECC83 preamp
tubes, four hand selected high performance 6L6 power tubes, switchable output impedance (4, 8 and 16 ohms) and rear-panel
“outboard accessible” bias probe ports as well as an outboard accessible and adjustable bias control. Other features include
vintage-style “chicken head” control knobs, red jewel pilot light, dual speaker jacks, all tube effects loop, direct out and 3 super
durable molded plastic handles.
The speaker cabinet features rock-solid birch construction, four Celestion® EVH G-12 speakers, EVH casters and recessed metal
handles. Head and cabinet come in a special black “Stealth” aesthetic; and a seven-pin, four-button footswitch is included
(controls each channel and the effects loop). Optional EVH fitted cover also available.
# # #
About EVH® Two of the most important and recognizable names in rock ‘n’ roll joined forces in 2005 to develop and launch the EVH brand of guitars, amplifiers and
musical products. Guitar icon Eddie Van Halen combines more than 35 years of unparalleled instinct and innovation in instrument and amp design with the expertise
of the craftsmen and engineers at Fender® to create some of the highest quality, best sounding and most durable musical instrument products available today.
EVH brand products are the embodiment of Eddie Van Halen’s legendary sound crafting abilities created in partnership with Fender, one of the world’s leading
musical instrument manufacturers, marketers and distributors. Notable products include EVH 5150III™ amplifiers and cabinets, Frankenstein™ replica guitar, Striped
Series and Wolfgang® guitars in addition to high-quality EVH brand guitar accessories. For more information, visit www.evhgear.com.

